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Yvonne Gall,
Network Producer,
CBC Vancouver,

August 29,2013

Dear Ms Gall,

Proposal: CBC Right to Food Day

We are writing on behalf of leading food, health and social policy and anti-poverty
organrzatrons in British Columbia to propose CBC Vancouver hosts a CBC Right to Food Day
across BC to coincide with the United Nations' World Food Day, Wednesday, 16 October,
2013. Such programming would be the first of any province in Canada, and we believe
internationally. Its purpose would be to highlight the issue of domestic hunger and food
insecurity within BC and to focus and encourage public debate about this neglected question of
public policy. We also see it as a forerunner for national programming.

Its intent would be to place the CBC's annual Food Bank Day (held later in the year), and its
support of charitable giving within a wider human rights and public policy framework. The
CBC has been sponsoring food banks for over 25 yearc, yet as Food Banks Canada and Statistic
Canada data show the problem of hunger and household food insecurity within BC and across
the country is now entrenched, and continuing to grow. The moral imperative to feed hungry
people is indisputable and the contributions of British Columbians make BC one of the most
generous provinces in Canada. Yet, as BC has had the highest poverty rate in Canada for 13

years it is clear that food banks are not a long-term solution to hunger and poverty. Food Banks
Canada themselves highlight the lack of income as the key factor in the increasing demand for
food banks and recommend long term policy changes, such as increasing affordable housing
and addressing the inadequacy of the welfare system.

These facts were most recently brought to public attention in Household Food Insecurity in
Canada, 2011 (released 2013), which finds that "food insecurity is a serious public health
problem that affects 3.9 million Canadians," and, in particular,IlYo of British Columbians.
This is unsurprising given that the Dietitians of Canada estimate in The Cost of Eating in BC
that the average cost of a nutritious food basket for a family of four in BC is $868.43 per
month. Those in low wage jobs or on income assistance struggle to purchase food and meet
other basic needs. The Dietitians number one recommendation is to establish a provincial
poverty reduction strategy. BC is now one of only two provinces left without one.
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In the fall of 2012, Dr. Olivier de Schutter, the UN Special Rapporteur on the Right to Food
toured Canada, his first official visit to an OECD country, and his findings were reported in
March, 2013. A retrospective review of his report and recommendations could provide a
framework for public education and debate about the merits of right to food approaches and
their application in BC, and one would hope nationally. As the Special Rapporteur noted
Canada ratified the RTF in 1976 (International Covenant of Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights), and as the primary duty bearer agreed to act in domestic compliance with its
international obligations to realize the RTF.

In this context he noted nearly 900,000 people per month in Canada are dependent on charity
based food aid and that this 'reliance on food banks was symptomatic of a broken social safety
net'. This critique has been the subject of much research and action over the years but largely
i gnored by governmenls.

As a point of interest in 1986, Hannah Gartner and The Fifth Estate presented a program, partly
filmed in Vancouver, on the issue of food poverty and the emergence and future of food
banking.

After 30 years of food charity, we believe it is time to engage a broad ranging public debate
over the human right to adequate food, alternative approaches and the role of 'joined-up' public
policy (e.g., income security, housing policy, social programs, public health, food policy ...) in
addressing widespread hunger and food insecurity.

We believe your sponsorship would be a bold and imaginative step for the CBC to take and one
which would very much be in the public interest and, especially, of long term benefit to the
many British Columbians, and Canadians across the country who are unable to put food on the
table for themselves and their families. What is urgently needed is an informed public debate
about the right to food and its implications for public policy and the role of community
organizations.

As World Food Day is fast approaching we look forward to your early response. We would of
course be pleased to discuss this proposal further and assist with content, drawing upon the
expertise, insights and experiences of those individuals and otganizatrons who are making this
request.

BC Food Systems Network, Abra Brynne, Co-chair
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BC Poverty Reduction Coalition, Trish Garner, Community Organizer
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2l\9r^no*-'Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives, BC, Shannon Daub, Communications Director, on
behalf of Seth Klein, Director

Dietitians of Canada, BC, Sonya Kupka, Regional Executive Director

Pau| Taylor, Executive Director

Graham Ric rofessSipmeritus of Social Work, UBC
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Faith iiiAction, SuJan Grace Draper, Steering Committee Representative
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Public HealthT.ssociation of BC, Ted Bruce (Past President) on behalf of Marjorie
MacDonald, President tl, ../ fi ,. Ji
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Raise the Rates, Bill Hopwo od,,5rganizer
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Vancouver Food Policy Council. Brent Mansfield. Co-Chair

BC Healthy Living Alliance, Mary Collins, Director

cc's:
CBC Vancouver:
Karen Burgess, (producer of the Early Edition)
Theresa Duvall (producer of On the Coast),
Stephen Quinn (presenter of On the Coast)
Anne Penman (producer for BC Almanac).
National:
Christopher Straw (national program director CBC Radio)


